individuals at risk for developing Alzheimer's disease (Lustig et al., 2003; Greicius et al., 2004; Rombouts et al., 2005; Sauer et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Firbank et al., 2007; He et al., 2007 , Liu et al., 2008 . These findings have led to the hypothesis that Alzheimer's disease is associated with an overall deficit in baseline neural activity during the resting state, which consequently affects task-related activations/deactivations and hinders cognitive performance (Wermke et al., 2008) . Similarly, hyperconnectivity and hyperactivity of DMN components have been observed in schizophrenia (Garrity et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2009) . In some studies, DMN alterations were directly correlated with schizophrenic symptomatology (Bluhm et al., 2007; Garrity et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2007; Pomarol-Clotet et al., 2008; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2009 ). These differences in DMN activity have been interpreted as hypersensitivity to internal thoughts and the external environment (Broyd et al., 2009) ; consequently, individuals with schizophrenia may mismanage attentional resources at the cost of cognitive performance (Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2009 ). More recent studies report atypical DMN activation in a variety of conditions including depression, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, and autism spectrum disorders (Kennedy et al., 2006; Tian et al., 2006; Greicius et al., 2007; Kennedy and Courchesne, 2008) .
Though underlying differences in neural function likely underlie some of the observed differences between DMN activity of patients and healthy controls, it has been proposed that differences in the ability to rest within the MR environment itself may also contribute to these differences (see discussion in, e.g., Morcom and Fletcher, 2007; Raichle and Snyder, 2007) . McAvoy et al. (2008) showed that changes in the way individuals rest in terms of their eye position (eyes open, eyes closed or eyes open with fixation) were associated with changes within the DMN network.
Furthermore, it has been shown that scanner background noise (SBN) accompanying the resting state can also alter the DMN (Gaab et al., 2008) . Unlike PET, fMRI produces SBN, which can reach levels of up to 130 dB specific pressure level (SPL). Depending on the characteristics of the scanner and the pulse sequence used, this is comparable to the noise produced by a nearby jackhammer (Ravicz et al., 2000; Price et al., 2001; Amaro et al., 2002) , though headphones and/or earplugs attenuate this somewhat. There is EEG evidence that some ERP components are altered by MR scanner noise (e.g., Novitski et al., 2001) . In auditory cortex as measured by fMRI, SBN induces BOLD responses during control conditions, potentially masking task-related auditory activations (Talavage and Edmister, 2004; Gaab et al., 2007) . Additionally, the effect of SBN on auditory regions may not be consistent across conditions; therefore, contrasting two conditions with SBN does not necessarily result in SBN-induced BOLD responses canceling out (Talavage and Edmister, 2004; Tomasi et al., 2005; Gaab et al., 2007) . More importantly, Gaab et al. (2008) examined DMN activity during silent rest intervals without SBN versus rest intervals with SBN and found that DMN activity during rest was suppressed in the presence of SBN.
Under non-specific instructions such as "relax" or "stay still and do nothing," some participants may actively attend to SBN while others may ignore SBN. Different approaches may alter attentional demands and DMN activity; differences in how groups treat rest are particularly likely to occur in certain patient populations, where in spite of clear instructions a group's pathology may influence their resting approach, confounding observed group differences. Furthermore, given the substantial evidence of an aberrant DMN in Alzheimer's disease and schizophrenia (Lustig et al., 2003; Greicius et al., 2004; Rombouts et al., 2005; Celone et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Bluhm et al., 2007; Firbank et al., 2007; Garrity et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2007; He et al., 2007; Sorg et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007; Bai et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2008; Persson et al., 2008; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2009) , it is possible that some of those observed differences may be explained by different approaches to SBN during rest periods in patient populations. For example, it may be possible that patients with auditory hallucinations attend to the SBN differently than their healthy control group, which could lead to a systematic bias.
The goal of this study was to determine whether different approaches to SBN during a rest condition affect parts of the DMN network and therefore could potentially bias observed activation in DMN components when comparing groups. We scanned healthy volunteers under different rest conditions, during which they were asked to either "relax and stay still," or actively "attend to" or "ignore" SBN. We compared activations during these three "rest" conditions in regions of interest (ROI) defined by anatomical areas of the DMN in a healthy population ("typical" ROIs) and a set of DMN regions reported to be altered in patients with or at risk for Alzheimer's disease or patients with schizophrenia ("clinical" ROIs). We used the "clinical" ROIs to determine if the possible effect of rest period instructions might alter activation in regions of the DMN and interpretation of study results in clinical populations. Additionally, we performed connectivity analyses for the key regions of the DMN for each condition using both the "typical" and "clinical" ROI regions as seeds. Further understanding of this methodological issue may highlight the importance of ensuring patient populations approach "rest" conditions in a uniform way and promote MR protocols in which SBN is minimized.
MaterIals and Methods

PartIcIPants
Twenty-seven healthy adult volunteers (12 females, age 18-42, mean = 28.9) participated in this study. Participants gave written consent in accordance with the institutional review board at MIT.
exPerIMental Procedure
The experimental paradigm was divided into two phases (Figure 1) . The first phase was designed to measure DMN activity under a non-specific resting instruction (baseline). During baseline, participants were instructed to relax and lie still in the scanner and to fixate on the displayed fixation cross. During this phase, subjects were given no instructions with regard to SBN. For the second phase of the experiment (specific instruction phase), participants were given specific instructions with regard to SBN; participants were instructed to alternate between attending to and ignoring SBN while fixating on the displayed cross. A block design with two conditions and eight blocks per condition was used for the specific instruction phase. Before each block, a 2-s visual cue instructed participants to actively attend to or ignore SBN. Cues were followed by a 20-s block in which a fixation cross was presented. The specific instruction phase was designed to measure DMN activity We adopted a similar approach to a number of studies observing group differences in DMN activation (e.g., Rombouts et al., 2005; Pomarol-Clotet et al., 2008) and statistically analyzed our data using the general linear model (GLM; as implemented in SPM2; Friston et al., 1995) . Each of the three conditions (baseline, attend, ignore) were convolved with the hemodynamic response function. Block regressors were used for each run in the first-level analysis to remove any baseline signal differences between the two runs. The following contrasts were calculated for each subject: [attend > baseline], [ignore > baseline], and [ignore > attend].
As a quality assurance check, we sought to exclude participants who did not shift their attention toward SBN (between attending and ignoring) during the specific instruction phase of the experiment. However, we could not check against any behavioral measures because they were not collected. Consequently, correct completion of the specific instruction phase was estimated by ROI analyses within bilateral Heschl's gyri (defined by the AAL atlas as implemented in WFU PickAtlas 3 ). It has been shown that auditory attention modulates activity in primary auditory cortex (e.g., Jancke et al., 1999) . Thus, participants who attended to and ignored SBN according to the visual cues should exhibit greater primary auditory cortex activation in the [attend > ignore] contrasts (Figure 2) . Only participants with positive weighted parameter estimates in bilateral Heschl's gyri in the [attend > ignore] contrast were included for further analysis (n = 17, seven females, age 18-37, mean = 28.1). Three of the excluded participants reported that they fell asleep during the task and one of the excluded participants reported that she mixed up the instruction cues.
regIon of Interest analyses
In order to objectively determine if any DMN regions were influenced by different instructions for the rest period, ROI analyses were conducted by extracting mean weighted parameter estimates from the contrasts listed above for each subject using anatomical landmarks for DMN ROIs identified by Buckner et al. (2008) . Anatomical landmarks were defined by the AAL atlas as implemented in WFU pick atlas 4 (Tzourio- Mazoyer et al., 2002; Maldjian et al., 2003 Maldjian et al., , 2004 . while subjects attended to or ignored SBN. It is important to note that all subjects received the specific instructions (when to actively ignore or attend SBN) after the initial baseline phase, and therefore we think that the initial baseline phase represents a resting baseline as implemented in many studies which aim to assess the DMN. Each of the three conditions (baseline, attend, ignore) had a total duration of 160 s. The total duration of scan time was approximately 8.5 min.
IMagIng Procedure
Functional MR images were collected at the Athinoula A. Martinos Imaging Center at the McGovern Institute for Brain Research, MIT. The images were acquired using a 3.0-Tesla Tim Trio Siemens scanner using a Matrix receive head coil and a whole-body transmit coil. BOLD measures were collected using single-shot gradient echo sequences covering the entire brain (33 slices, TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FOV = 200 mm × 200 mm, matrix 64 × 64, flip angle 90°, in plane resolution 3.1 mm × 3.1 mm, 5 mm slice thickness with 1 mm slice skip). Separate runs were used for the two phases (baseline and specific instruction) of the experiment. Eighty brain images were acquired for each condition (baseline, attend, ignore).
Mr IMage analysIs
All images were preprocessed using SPM2 1 . After reconstruction, images were realigned to the first image in the sequence, spatially normalized to SPM2's echo planar image (EPI) template and smoothed with a 4-mm isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Outliers were identified using the Brain Imaging Toolbox 2 on the basis of mean signal intensity and head movement relative to the previous scan. Images with mean signal intensity three standard deviations or more beyond the mean were excluded from statistical analysis. Images with head movement exceeding 0.5 mm or 0.015 radians for translational and rotational movement respectively (relative to the previous scan) were also excluded from further analysis. On average, 2.6 scans were excluded per subject.
FIguRe 1 | The experiment was divided into two phases. During the baseline phase, participants were instructed to relax and be still. During the specific instruction phase, participants were presented with alternating cues for attend to or ignore scanner background noise.
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Influence of instruction on the default mode dmPFC, weighted parameter estimates were extracted from each contrast and entered into a one-sample t-test (test value = 0) with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (p < 0.006). Secondly, having examined rest instruction-related changes in activation within DMN structures (defined structurally and with reference to the clinical literature), we examined whether instructions could similarly alter the connectivity between DMN regions. We first performed connectivity analyses for each of the three conditions using the key regions of the DMN as seeds (Buckner et al., 2008) . We then completed secondary connectivity analyses using the AD and schizophrenia ROI from the previous analysis that demonstrated the greatest betweencondition differences as seeds (see result section below). Analyses were completed using the conn toolbox (v0.1 Castanon, 2009 5 ). Preprocessing of participants' structural images included normalization and segmentation. Functional images were smoothed, normalized to MNI-152 space, and temporally filtered (0 Hz < f < 0.25 Hz). Confounding signal related to white matter and CSF (five dimensions) as well as movement (six dimensions with first order derivatives) was considered separately. Sessions were analyzed individually. Conditions were weighted with a hanning window to reduce block on/offset effects. R maps of the bivariate correlation between each averaged (structural) ROI time-course and all other voxels were created. These values were These "typical" ROIs were defined for the six core regions of the DMN (as reviewed in Buckner et al., 2008) : (1) ventral medial prefrontal cortex, (2) dmPFC, (3) hippocampal formation, (4) lateral temporal cortex, (5) posterior cingulate, and (6) inferior parietal lobule. Since these ROIs were defined using the AAL atlas, they are based on the high-resolution single-subject T1 image provided by MNI. Extracted weighted parameter estimates (for each of the three contrasts described above) in typical ROIs were entered into a one-sample t-test (test value = 0) with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (p < 0.008).
The second goal of this study was to examine how DMN regions that may be influenced by different approaches to rest correspond with those regions reported to be altered in DMN studies on patients with Alzheimer's disease or schizophrenia.
To answer this question we first conducted a second set of ROI analyses using "clinical" ROIs based on previous studies examining the DMN in patients with or at risk for Alzheimer's disease and in patients with schizophrenia. Clinical ROIs were defined as 3D spheres (radius = 10 mm) centered on independently reported coordinates of peak DMN differences between healthy controls and patients with schizophrenia, patients with Alzheimer's disease and individuals at risk for developing Alzheimer's disease. Unlike the "typical" ROIs, which were based on the MNI T1 brain, clinical ROIs were based on coordinates reported in the DMN literature. To obtain these coordinates, we referred to all available published manuscripts that investigated the DMN in patients with schizophrenia, patients with Alzheimer's disease, and individuals at risk for developing Alzheimer's disease. Only research articles that reported Talairach or MNI coordinates were used for creating clinical ROIs (Lustig et al., 2003; Greicius et al., 2004; Rombouts et al., 2005; Celone et al., 2006; Sauer et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006; Bluhm et al., 2007; Garrity et al., 2007; Harrison et al., 2007; He et al., 2007; Sorg et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007; Bai et al., 2008; Persson et al., 2008; Pomarol-Clotet et al., 2008; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2009) . Only clinical ROIs within dmPFC were examined because this was the only region in which activation between rest periods with different instructions significantly differed in our study. Clinical ROIs were considered within dmPFC if they had at least 50% overlap with the anatomically defined "typical" dmPFC ROI. Five studies reported a total of eight ROIs (see Table 1 ) within dmPFC meeting these criteria (Greicius et al., 2004; Garrity et al., 2007; Sorg et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007; Persson et al., 2008) . For each clinical ROI within Garrity et al. (2007) and Zhou et al. (2007) (Figure 4) . There were no significant differences between attend and ignore conditions for any of the eight clinical ROIs ([attend > ignore], all: p > 0.146).
This analysis of clinical ROIs shows that regions altered by attend/ ignore SBN instructions (i.e., dmPFC) coincide with DMN regions observed in previous studies to differ in activation between patient populations and typical individuals. Finally, these results were extended through a functional connectivity analysis. Initial analyses using the above structurally defined ROI as seed regions revealed expected positive correlations between regions of the DMN including the DMPFC, inferior parietal, lateral temporal, and posterior and anterior cingulate regions (Figure 5) . We then examined whether changes in rest instruction altered connectivity from regions of the dmPFC implicated in studies of the DMN in clinical populations. This was achieved using the clinical ROI that had demonstrated the most marked between-condition differences in the initial analyses; one ROI from both the schizophrenia (Zhou et al., 2007) and AD (Persson et al., 2008) literature were used as functional connectivity seeds.
When the dmPFC ROI derived from Zhou et al. (2007) was examined, increases in dmPFC-parietal connectivity were observed in instructed conditions as compared to baseline (Figure 6) . In the contrast [ignore > baseline], the left inferior parietal lobule [t(16) = 5.13; p < 0.01] correlated significantly more with dmPFC activity during the ignore condition. When the "attend" condition was directly compared with the baseline, connectivity was significantly greater in both the left [t (16) Fisher transformed and contrasted at the group-level (SPM8). The false discovery rate was used to account for multiple comparisons, with a corrected significance level of p < 0.05 (Benjamini and Hochberg, 1995; Benjamini and Yekutieli, 2001) .
results
Typical DMN ROI analyses determined that activation only in dmPFC was influenced by instructions regarding SBN during rest periods (Figure 3) . Weighted parameter estimates were significantly greater in dmPFC when participants were instructed to attend to SBN compared to the baseline phase ([attend > baseline], t(16) = 4.19, p < 0.001). Similarly, greater activation was observed in dmPFC when participants were instructed to ignore SBN compared to the baseline phase ([ignore > baseline], t(16) = 5.88, p < 0.000). There was no significant difference between attending to SBN versus ignoring SBN in dmPFC ([ignore > attend], t(16) = 0.905 p = 0.379). There were no significant differences among the three conditions for any of the other typical ROIs (ventral medial prefrontal cortex, posterior cingulate, lateral temporal cortex, inferior parietal lobule, hippocampal formation, all: p > 0.068). These results show increased activation only in dmPFC when participants were instructed to attend to or ignore SBN compared to the baseline phase.
Only clinical ROIs with at least 50% overlap with significant typical ROIs were used for further analysis (Figure 4) . A total of eight clinical ROIs had at least 50% overlap with dmPFC (see Table 1 ). Of those eight, five had significantly greater activation during the ignore SBN condition compared to the baseline condition ([ignore > baseline], p < 0.001). These five regions include medial and superior frontal cortex regions found in previous studies by Garrity et al. (2007) , Zhou et al. (2007) , and Persson et al. (2008) . Two clinical ROIs were significantly greater during the attend SBN condition compared to the baseline condition ([attend > baseline], Analyses using the dmPFC ROI defined in line with Persson et al. (2008) yielded similar results (Figure 6) . For the contrast ignore > baseline, significantly greater connectivity was apparent in inferior parietal cortex bilaterally [left, t(16) 
dIscussIon
Our results suggest that the dmPFC, a component of the DMN, is sensitive to different approaches to SBN during a wakeful, resting state in typical adults. The dmPFC exhibited increased activation when healthy participants attended to or ignored SBN compared to when they were not given specific instructions on how to rest (and how to attend to SBN). Other regions in the DMN (ventral medial prefrontal cortex, lateral temporal cortex, inferior parietal lobule, hippocampal formation, and posterior cingulate cortex) did not significantly differ with different rest period instructions in the direct comparisons using the GLM. None of the examined DMN regions (including dmPFC) exhibited significant differences when participants attended to SBN compared to when they ignored SBN. However, follow-up connectivity analyses revealed significant differences in the connectivity network within typical DMN regions (e.g., inferior parietal cortex) when comparing the three conditions. This was observed using seeds within dmPFC regions which were derived from previous studies that reported differences in the DMN between patients and healthy controls.
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Influence of instruction on the default mode instruction phase is beyond that required during the baseline phase. Interestingly, ventral medial prefrontal cortex was not significantly influenced by specific instructions for rest periods, although it is also implicated in self-referential processing.
With respect to DMN studies on clinical populations, our results raise the possibility that some of the previously reported differences may be confounded by different approaches to rest. These results are limited to the dmPFC rather than the DMN as a whole. However, it is possible that DMN differences between patients and controls in the dmPFC are at least in part explained by different approaches to rest in the presence of SBN. In the presence of SBN, patients with Alzheimer's disease or schizophrenia may employ different resting strategies than healthy adults. For instance, patients may actively attend to or ignore SBN when instructed to relax and stay still; this might cause increased dmPFC activation in the patient group only. Interestingly, DMN hyperactivity (including dmPFC) has been observed in several studies on patients with schizophrenia (Garrity et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007; Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2009 ), a disease hypothesized to be characterized by hypersensitivity to internal thoughts and the external environment (Broyd et al., 2009) .
It is worth noting that of the five papers used to derive clinical ROIs, only one (Persson et al., 2008) used a block design, as was used in the current study. The other four studies used functional connectivity analyses to derive DMN ROIs. Our follow-up connectivity analyses also revealed differences in the connectivity network between the three conditions when the seed was placed in dmPFC regions derived from Zhou et al. (2007) and Persson et al. (2008) . Differences were observed especially in the parietal-dmPFC connectivity for both the attend and the ignore conditions when compared to baseline. Interestingly, there have been several studies reporting alterations in the connectivity between frontal and parietal regions in patient groups compared to healthy controls (e.g., Woodward et al., 2009; in schizophrenia or Liao et al., 2010 for social anxiety disorder). Our results show that differences in the instructions on how to rest can alter the dmPFC-inferior parietal connectivity network.
The effects of specific resting instructions on dmPFC coincide with effects observed in previous studies on DMN alterations in patients with schizophrenia and Alzheimer's disease and individuals at risk for developing Alzheimer's disease. This suggests that some of the previously reported DMN differences in dmPFC in these populations may be partially influenced by different approaches to rest. This is particularly true if a patient group's pathology makes it more likely that they will systematically treat rest differently; for instance, in patients with auditory hallucinations. Unfortunately, unlike difference in the eye position during rest, differences in the attention toward SBN cannot be observed behaviorally. Our study cannot conclude that the previously observed differences in dmPFC between patients and healthy volunteers are effects of a systematic bias in the approach how to rest. However, our study shows that instructions on how to attend to SBN lead to alterations within previously reported components of the DMN, and therefore a careful interpretation of results in patient populations which may show a systematic bias are important.
For our sample of healthy adults, one possible explanation for increased dmPFC activation when ignoring or attending to SBN compared to baseline is an increased awareness of external stimuli. One of the hypothesized functions of the DMN is to monitor the external environment . Consistent with this notion, activation in dmPFC was greater when participants were instructed to attend to or ignore one particular type of external stimuli: SBN. Whether the effort was to ignore or attend to SBN, the participant's awareness of SBN should be greater with instruction than with no instruction at all, which may explain the increased activation in dmPFC.
Our data suggest that the dmPFC, rather than the DMN as a complete network, is impacted by specific resting instructions with regard to SBN. Medial prefrontal areas have specifically been implicated in self-referential processing . The resting instructions used in the specific instruction phase of this experiment involve internal monitoring of one's own attentional resources, which may require an increase in self-awareness. If this is the case, then the self-referential processing during the specific the resting baseline remain unchanged. A logical follow-up study should examine the suggested effect in three blocks with equal duration (more than 5 min each).
As previously suggested for the eye position (eyes open or eyes closed), our findings suggest that the DMN in dmPFC may be subject to confounds from different approaches to rest in the presence of SBN (Morcom and Fletcher, 2007; Raichle and Snyder, 2007; McAvoy et al., 2008) . Papers examining the DMN often have non-specific, variable resting instructions; rest period instructions should therefore be carefully considered when developing controlled MR experiments on the DMN, along with varying levels of SBN (Gaab et al., 2007) . This issue may be avoided by providing research participants with consistent instructions for rest periods and/or employing MR scanning protocols that minimize SBN. Our findings have specific relevance to DMN studies on clinical populations (as shown by our clinical ROI analyses) but are also relevant to studies examining typical populations. Variables such as experience in the MR scanner environment (e.g., a first-time research participant versus a seasoned researcher as a member of the control group) may contribute to different resting strategies as well. Child research participants may also use different resting strategies because of heightened anxiety or unfamiliarity with the MR scanning environment (Raschle et al., 2009) .
Further studies on the sensitivity of the DMN to such factors is essential to understanding the nature of the DMN and how we may use it to characterize various neurological and psychiatric disorders.
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Our study is limited by a lack of behavioral data to verify that participants followed different resting instructions. Given the design of our experiment, however, collecting behavioral data would necessarily introduce a goal-directed task and would therefore undermine efforts to examine DMN activity in the absence of goal-directed activity. We used a data-driven approach to address this issue, including only participants with positive weighted parameter estimates in primary auditory regions (a bilateral anatomical ROI of Heschl's gyrus) for the attending to SBN compared to ignoring SBN contrast [attend > ignore]. Attention to auditory stimuli has previously been shown to modulate activity in primary auditory cortex (Jancke et al., 1999) ; in the study, increased attention correlated with increased activity in primary auditory cortex in healthy populations. Those individuals with greater activation in attend > ignore contrast in primary auditory cortex were therefore most likely those who followed the given instructions. Thus, activation pattern in primary auditory cortex for attend > ignore was used as a proxy for behavioral data in the current study.
An additional limitation is that the baseline condition was collected in a single initial 160 s block, while the "attend" and "ignore" conditions were collected in alternating 20 s blocks (with the number of scans in each condition being equivalent). Our goal of comparing "baseline" rest to resting conditions in which subjects ignored or attended SBN required a baseline in which subjects were not made consciously aware of SBN; as such alternating all three conditions was unfeasible. We note that the dorsolateral PFC has previously been observed to respond differentially to unattended and attended stimuli (e.g., Walter et al., 2009) . Our failure to observe such an effect may be a result of the temporal characteristics of the study design; however, the differences between these conditions and
